
 

 

 

 

 

Why issue of translations?
Dear Readers, 

we are proud to present to you this year’s final issue of our journal. As announced, 
this issue differs slightly in form. Its larger part is 
it contains translation of foreign
worth wider interest due to the fact that the influential concepts and trends they 
represent have little presence in Poland. Furthermo
tional” section: Studies on Artistic and Literary Practices
reviews. 

Where has the idea for such a volume come from? When we published the first issue 
of our journal including, among others, t
remarks concerned the fact that despite the internationality of this bilingual journal, 
the English language readers were in a way short
stracts (of formerly published papers) whe
fered translations of the entire text. Nevertheless, the need for such translations in 
our country has been clearly communicated. The result of this conflict was the idea to 
publish translations together, in one annual
tions and structures of accompanying sections.

What is more, the profile of the journal has changed due to its more formal specific
tion. Commenting thoroughness and dialogue of perspectives are supplemented by 
the more restrictive “review &
sections. At the same time, we do not opt out from emphasising our perspective. We 
remember the words of a member of our Advisory Board: 
mercial product, but rather done by the community for the community. It is important 
to keep this spirit alive while transitioning to a more standardized format

The authors we present in the translations section are: 
Evan Thompson, Maxine Sheets
outstanding specialists, with whom we hope to continue cooperating in future issues 
of the journal. Their papers show human experience in a wide cognitive spectrum, 
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we are proud to present to you this year’s final issue of our journal. As announced, 
this issue differs slightly in form. Its larger part is addressed to the Polish readers, as 
it contains translation of foreign-language papers, which we perceive as valuable and 
worth wider interest due to the fact that the influential concepts and trends they 
represent have little presence in Poland. Furthermore, the issue contains an “intern

Studies on Artistic and Literary Practices, and it is rounded up by book 

Where has the idea for such a volume come from? When we published the first issue 
of our journal including, among others, translations, some of the frequently repeated 
remarks concerned the fact that despite the internationality of this bilingual journal, 
the English language readers were in a way short-changed, receiving only short a
stracts (of formerly published papers) where the Polish language readers were o
fered translations of the entire text. Nevertheless, the need for such translations in 
our country has been clearly communicated. The result of this conflict was the idea to 
publish translations together, in one annual issue, thus keeping intact the conve
tions and structures of accompanying sections. 

What is more, the profile of the journal has changed due to its more formal specific
tion. Commenting thoroughness and dialogue of perspectives are supplemented by 

e restrictive “review & review-like” format, thus improving our monographic 
sections. At the same time, we do not opt out from emphasising our perspective. We 
remember the words of a member of our Advisory Board: this journal is not a co

ut rather done by the community for the community. It is important 
to keep this spirit alive while transitioning to a more standardized format

The authors we present in the translations section are: José Bermúdez, Dan Zahavi, 
Maxine Sheets-Johnstone, Uri Herhsberg, Sol Efroni.

outstanding specialists, with whom we hope to continue cooperating in future issues 
of the journal. Their papers show human experience in a wide cognitive spectrum, 
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always related to the embodiment of the self, in aspects ranging from phenomenolog-
ical to immunological.  

To all of our readers, in English and Polish alike, we are glad to present the section 
titled Studies on Artistic and Literary Practices. In this issue it may seem to contradict 
Avant’s profile with each step. Despite the eponymous avant-guardness, we concern 
ourselves with early music; despite the expected pretense to niche appeal, we talk to 
young club music performers; despite the scientific practice of exposure, we present 
a study on contrary literary practice, namely: mythopoetic / creating myth. Neverthe-
less, the key to this choice is no less consistent than our readers are expectations 
are high. Patrizia Bovi, the co-founder of the Micrologus Ensemble, represents an 
ever avant-guarde approach towards the musical heritage of centuries, as her ap-
proach is that of a researcher (as she describes herself) and not a museum worker. 
Moreover, not only artefacts are under discussion here, but also musical emotions, 
evoked by engaging emphathy and the spirit of improvisation. This is why there is no 
sharp contrast or break between her words and those of the young musicians of Shi-
ny Beats. The difference drawn between early and contemporary music seems 
anachronic in itself when focusing on the importance of the relationship between the 
musician and the listener. We are hoping that what interviewed artists intuit will find at 
least some confirmation in the systematical works in the field of embodied music 
cognition in the future issues of Avant. In turn, we present the first work in the field of 
literary studies to be published in our journal – a paper by Emilia Ivancu.  As follows 
from this, it is not only philosophers, neuroscientists and computer scientists that we 
will be gradually inviting into our interdisciplinary dialogue, but also philologists and 
culture theorists. Our choice is not based on the criterion of discipline, but on the 
openness of its representative. 

We would like to make use of this opportunity to extend particular gratitude for their 
kind and helpful suggestions towards Bartłomiej Świątczak, Ph.D. (European School 
of Molecular Medicine) and Tom Froese, Ph.D. (University of Tokyo). 

Editorial Board, 

Toruń-Warsaw, 08.12.2011 

 

translation: Nelly Strehlau 


